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S-Parameter Analysis to Detect Cancerous Cell in 

Human Body  

in every seven ladies. X-beam mammography is one of the finest methods that are followed for identifying beginning period bosom 

malignant growth which has a few restrictions, for example, introduction to risky beams. A few looks, into that area have been done 

about the discovery of bosom disease and results are distributed. An overview of different sorts of reception apparatuses utilized for the 

early recognition of Breast disease is introduced here. For detection of cancer, we have several methods where antennas of different 

kinds are constantly used..In this paper we have inculcated metamaterial explicitly for detection of cancer though other techniques are 

available, for example microwave imaging and mammography, which may have certain limitations. The microwave imaging is the 

more secure strategy when contrasted with X-Ray. In this paper, a Complementary Split Ring Resonator utilizing Rogers Duroid 

substrate, which resounds at 2.5690 GHz is utilized to recognize the bosom malignancy. 
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1. Introduction: 

The human body comprises a lot of organs and frameworks, which thus are shaped by cells. The cells are separated all the time to 

supplant the matured or dead; and hence, keep up the right working of the various organs. This procedure is managed by a progression 

of systems that demonstrate to the cell when to begin isolating and when to stay stable. At the point when these systems are modified in 

a cell, this and its relatives start an uncontrolled division which, after some time, will prompt a tumor (malignant growth) or knob. 

Among various kinds of malignant growths, bosom tumors are one of the hurtful infections that murder a large number of individuals 

consistently. Around 40,610 ladies and 460 men are relied upon to pass on from bosom malignant growth in 2017 [1]. Bosom 

malignancy has positioned the number one disease, among  females. The rate is as high as 25.8 per in a group of 100,000 ladies and 

mortality assumed to be 12.7 per 100,000 of ladies in India, 2017 [2]. Exports in this area continuously putting their effort to explore 

optimized method which may provide better satisfaction to the patient and survivors. Along these lines, it is increasingly noteworthy to 

propel the malignant growth demonstrative frameworks for better identification and treatment. Early location is the most significant key 

to battle it and guarantees productive treatment for disease patients [3]. X-Ray Mammography is the most usually utilized indicative 

strategy for before bosom disease determination; this technique as often as possible creates a wide scope of constraints and undesired 

sides, for example, excruciating outputs, ionizing radiation, bogus positive (70%) and bogus negative (4–34%) results, and significant 

expense [4]. 

A definite report on bosom malignancy tumor size, over-analysis, and mammography screening adequacy examined in [5]. A 

requirement for ideal bosom malignant growth screening with a customized approach that coordinates tolerant explicit and age 

subordinate measurements of disease hazard with particular use of explicit screening advancements examined in [6]. A blend of warm 

and Electromagnetic (EM) examination of bosom malignant growth location by utilizing the surface temperature variety and irritation 

ideas discussed in [7]. An examination to assess a phyllodes tumor of the bosom with attractive reverberation imaging (MRI) and 

attractive reverberation spectroscopy along with a nitty-gritty contextual analysis is explained in [8]. Bosom malignancy location 

utilizing the microwave radar system elaborated in [9-10]. A screening framework for reception apparatus exhibit dependent on 

microwave bosom disease discovery with five radio wires to recognize the improvement of dangerous tissue in the ladies' bosom 

examined in [11]. Adaptable gentle microwave hyperthermia receiving wire application for chemothermotheraphy of the bosom 

enumerated in [12]. A Vivaldi Antenna is implemented for microwave bosom imaging and tested in [13] which incorporates various 

radar like microwave imaging radar, Time-space radar frameworks etc. The capability of (0.3–0.5 THz) frequencies in the malignant 

growth identification close to field imager talked about in [14]. To recognize malignant growth and non-disease bosom tissue a THz 

reflection imaging system is adopted  in [15]. To comprehend the dielectric reaction of organic tissues at THz frequencies particularly at 

bosom malignant growth based  Double Debye model is discussed in [16]. A mechanical assembly that can work on 1.89 THz to find 

malignant growth of bosom tissue related to human being is incorporated in [17], etc. A tale fixes radio wire on a photonic gem in THz 

examined in [18]. Examination of precious stone pertaining to photonic and terahertz microstrip with multi-recurrence fix receiving is 

presented in [19]. From the writing audit, The presentation and favorable position of microstrip called to be specific ease, low weight, 

smaller structure, great Gain, low profile make them ideal for correspondence engineers. These patches are skilled to incorporate with a 

microwave. Circuits and along these lines very bosom appropriate for some applications, for example, cell gadgets, biomedical, WLAN 

applications, route framework, and numerous others. Imaging methods and Ultra-Wide Band recognition are being read and utilized for 

medicinal applications, for example, microwave imaging. UWB strategies for disease discovery have a few focal points in the 

recurrence band comparing to these ultra-short radar beats, a critical difference shows up between the relative dielectric permittivity and 

conductivity of sound tissues and those of dangerous tissues. These motivations give an adequate and their attributes firmly sway the 

exhibition of the general framework. Reception apparatuses are fit for identifying the tumor. Various sorts of reception apparatuses are 

utilized for the location of bosom disease like roundabout microstrip fix receiving wire, UW microstrip space, rectangular microstrip fix 

radio wire, hemispherical radio wire exhibit and pentagonal fix radio wire cluster are examined thinking about various parameters of 
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each [20]. Besides Miniaturization has prompted a plan of handheld frameworks upgrading convenience and less electromagnetic 

impedance [21]. Metamaterials assume a critical job in remote correspondence because of various favorable circumstances like 

improvement in directivity, transmission capacity, and emanated power. Split Ring Resonators (SRR) and metallic meager wires (TW) 

are the initial two structures used to complete fake file medium [22-23]. Metamaterials (MTMs), man-made structure with exceptional 

unnatural properties, were concocted by Victor Veselago in 1968 [24]. The structures are utilized as considerations to a characteristic 

dielectric when a metamaterial substrate is to be utilized. Different geometries of SRRs, for example, rectangular SRR [25], Spiral 

Resonator [26], S-Shaped, Omega structure [27], Triangular SRR [28-29] have been proposed by the analysts to manage diverse 

execution issues. 

With the aim of miniaturization, a novel structure, CSRR is presented on medical application. This paper is planned in four sections. 

After introduction in Section 1, Section 2 provides the Design of CSRR Technique which explains about the structure. The  detail of 

simulation results along with the kind of excitations  and required boundary conditions and, are explained in section 3. The conclusion 

is reflected in section 4. 

2. Methodology & problem formulation 

The topology of the artificial magnetic unit cell based on split ring geometry is presented in Figure 1. The substrate sheet is 1.6 mm 

thick and loss tangent is 0.02. The metal line width and minimum distance between any two lines are 0.5 mm. The other geometrical 

parameters are a1 = 10 mm, a2 = 0.5 mm and a3 = 6 mm. On one side of the substrate, the split ring geometry is printed. Due to the 

constraints in fabrication technology, the dimensions of design must be greater than 0.15 mm and small values of impedance ratios are 

used. Rogers RT/Duroid 5880 type substrate is used for the modeling of CSRR that has thickness of 1.6 mm and dimensions of 14×14 

mm. Figure 2 depicts the geometry of 3D electromagnetic structure simulator “High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS)” is used to 

model this unit-cell structure. This is the Finite Element Method (FEM) based Simulator employed for determining the electromagnetic 

behavior of a structure and also provides the details about the various aspects of modeling and running simulations. The CSRR is 

analyzed in HFSS with appropriate boundaries and excitations. In fact there are two boundary condition in terms of Perfect Electric 

Conductor (PEC) and the Perfect Magnetic Conductor (PMC) is applied to y and z oriented faces of the waveguide respectively. X-

faces of waveguide are used to assign wave ports 1 and 2 for providing excitations. 

3. Result & discussion 

 

After modeling and simulating the fractal structure, Scattering parameters are evaluated. Initially the results have been taken with 

Rogers Duroid substrate of dielectric constant 2.2. Further unit cell with same geometrical parameters is numerically analyzed using 

FR4 of dielectric constant 4.4.  Figure 3 reflection coefficient (S_11) of unit cell vs. frequency respectively. The unit cells using 

different substrates are modeled with HFSS and their results are compared with each other. The transmission minimum for the proposed 

structure with ROGERS RT/ DURIOD 5880 (tm) is -42.7086 dB at 2.5690 GHz., with FR4 substrate is -28.123 dB at 2.0681 GHz  with 

the value of K is 0.032. Therefore, Miniaturization Factor is 0.81 or reduction of 19% which has been achieved leads to  increase of the 

total capacitance between the spacing of the adjacent turns.  

  

                          Fig1. Geometry of a CSRR.                      Fig2. CSRR geometry encased in radiation box. 
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Fig3. Reflection coefficient (S_11) of CSRR on ROGERS RT/DURIOD 5880and FR4_Epoxy. 

Physical sizes are significant in the planning procedure. The reception apparatus is intended for the ISM band and the Breast apparition 

model will be planned with a tumor. This receiving wire was studying and put on the skin of bosom shape to examine the estimations of 

electric fields, attractive fields and the flow thickness in solid bosom tissue, with a tumor inside the bosom shape and without tumor. 

The reflected signals by the bosom tissue can show us if there is a tumor, by contrasting consequences of a bosom model and tumor and 

without tumor presented to the close to the field of reception apparatuses, to see a distinction between electric fields attractive fields and 

flow thickness at sound tissue in the two cases. 

4. Conclusion 

Here we concluded that antennas are capable of detecting the tumor. In this article, the role  of antennas that are being  used for early 

detection of breast cancer has been analyzed. Now In this presented work, a Complementary Split Ring Resonator on two substrates 

such as Rogers RT/ Duroid 5880 and FR4_epoxy has been analyzed. Resonant frequency shows a blue shift in the performance of 

the Rogers RT/ Duroid 5880 in response  to FR4_epoxy. The shifting of  frequency is simply considered as the miniaturization of 

the structure.  
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